
                                 Vfm Board meeting  

                                   9/28/21  6 pm 

 

Attendees Present. Paul Horton, Charlie Brown, Wendy Jennejahn, Sue 
Brown, Rachel Yoder, Ann Finley,  Tracy VFFC 

Quorum present….yes 

 

Meeting called to order by Paul @ 6 pm.   

Sue Brown made a motion to approve the minutes of the last meeting, 
Charlie seconded. All approved.  Minutes from annual board meeting 
will be approved at next board annual meeting.  

 

Paul mentioned we had some musicians interested in winter market.  
Discussion was had that maybe we shouldn’t have music just yet due to 
covid.  Sue agreed due to the surge in cases. Ann also mentioned that 
they want to be paid. Charlie thought their tips should be sufficient. 
Wendy asked if we could have some kind of music playing. Tracy stated 
there is a spot we could plug in something to play music that amplifies 
well in the building.  Ann made a motion not have music this year and 
to revisit this next winter to see how things stand then. Sue seconded. 
All agreed.  

 

Paul stated that Christmas and New Years  fall on a Saturday this yr  so 
we should have those markets on the Friday before each holiday. 9-2 
Charlie stated they had had then that way in the past.  Before 

 



thanksgiving show again and it was decided that yes some vendors 
would probably be interested in that. Tracy asked if we wanted to have 
the Wed 11-3 tracy thought we might like to have it later in the 
afternoon to coordinate with everyone eats.   Charlie mentioned 4 and 
after people would probably start traveling. Paul mentioned we should 
start advertising soon for the holiday markets. More to be determined 
at next meeting.  Charlie asked about the special shows. Paul stated 
Morgan is setting up with spacing right now unless things change.  

Paul brought up that all vendors will have to clear their booths out the 
first week. VFC has an event the following week.  There is an area at the 
rear of the building that vendors can put their tables. Tracy said that 
wont work with the everyone eats. Sue mentioned that some Vendors 
are put out with this.   Sue asked about staying outside for another 
week. Charlie brought up the option of some vendors setting up 
outside for the first market if that would be easier for them.  There was 
some discussion on this. Ann stated she would cancel going to the 
holiday inn show to be able to open the doors at 6 am for the second 
market. Tracy stated she will check into things to see if we can push our 
tables to the side. Paul asked how heavy Sue’s cabinets and Boxes are 
and could they be moved with a pallet jack.  

Sue brought up the cones and people not putting them back. Paul 
asked who wasn’t putting them back. Ann stated she had thought 
about having police presence. Charlie mentioned he had seen cars 
come through the cones while we are picking up. Ann mentioned this 
happens a lot.  Cars want to come through and almost hit us.  Paul to 
discuss this with some vendors.  

Wendy asked if we were going to freshen up the building prior to the 
first market like they have in the past. Rachel mentioned that 
customers have tripped on some of the rougher spots on the floor. 
Tracy mentioned the vfc have some rugs we can use to put over those 
places. Sue asked who actually owns the building.  And who would pay 



for the paint if we were to refresh. Tracy mentioned there is going to be 
some work done to the building in the future.  

Wendy asked about the fire extinguishers and were they up to code. Or 
do any need replacing. And are they marked so people know where 
they are. Paul said he has a bunch of signs for them.  

Paul brought up the need for a bylaws committee, to update the 
bylaws.  The last time they were updated was in 2013.  There are no 
changes to be made at this time, they just need to be checked to be 
sure we are complying with everything.  Wendy, Daniel and Sue to do 
this.  

Cross training for the debit machine at the market. Ann is going to work 
with Janice with frog hollow to train her on it. Victoria has used it a 
couple times and Paul will train with Rachel to learn the machine.  

 

Paul brought up the need for us to have representation at the VFFC 
meetings. Paul thinks it’s a good idea for us all to take a turn going in 
alphabetic order to their meetings. To jot down some notes from those 
meetings to help better our communications between the 2 groups. 
Tracy said they had been talking about getting an owl to help with 
online meetings. Meetings are the third Wednesdays at 6 pm. Paul to 
keep the list and remind the member whose turn it is. Next meeting is 
10/20 at 6 Charlie to attend.  

 

Charlie asked about the pictures that are on the wall. Tracy said they 
are on loan from folk life in Middlebury.  Tracy to find out how long. 

Sue asked about winter market vendors.  And who has responded. . 
Ann said there are a few open places and the only vendors she hadn’t 
heard from were the full time vendors.   



Tracy asked that we leave the spot open in front of Bill Clarks mural.  At 
least for the first market as there is going to be a dedication. 

There was some discussion on payments that have been received so far 
and possible payment plans for a few vendors.  

Rachel brought up the Halloween parade, and whether anyone was 
interested in working on a float she said she wasn’t able to coordinate 
it this year. Tracy said 350 rutland group is doing a compost type float,  
with people dressing as fruits and vegetables. if any of us wanted to 
join in we could, And  if we had a banner we are more than welcome to 
carry that with them. 

Ann brought up the possibility of having a vendor pot luck the week of 
the last market.  There was some discussion about different days. Due 
to Halloween. Charlie mentioned how in the past they used to give 
wagon rides on the last day of the market. And how popular that was.  

Paul wondered about how many permits you would need these days 
for something like that.  Or what good ideas they were and if anyone 
wanted to set up something like that they were more than welcome.  

Rachel brought up a vendor had asked if we were going to be required 
to wear masks. Paul said not unless the governor mandates them.   We 
will just have to wait to see what happens. Tracy mentioned maybe we 
should have signs up saying masks are recommended but not required. 
This is to be discussed more at the next meeting.  

Next meeting to be held Tues October 26 @ 6 . 

Rachel mentioned the possible need to write up instructions on using 
ebt machine to be left with machine in case someone forgets a step. 

 

Meeting was adjourned at 7:06pm 

Submitted by Ann Finley 10/10/21 



 

 

 


